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A note from the author,

Revised Homework / Revision Resources
This resource unit

*Set 11 - 'Homework / Revision Activity Sheets', for Level 4 (Year 7)
is part of a set of 14 resource units as listed below.
Set 1
Set 2

(formerly L1A)
(formerly L1B)

A set of 30 activity sheets for Years 1/2
A set of 30 activity sheets for Year 2
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Level 1

Note: Sets 1 & 2 are sets of 30 activity sheets suitable for years 1/2. These resources introduce some formal
Mathematics language, plus some FUN Mathematics and English activities. Designed to complement the BSM
system.

Level 2

Set 3
Set 4

(formerly L2C)
(formerly L2D)

A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 3
A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 3

Set 5
Set 6

(formerly L2A)
(formerly L2B)

A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 4
A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 4

Note: Sets 3 & 4 have been written mainly for year 3 pupils and Sets 5 & 6 have been written mainly for year 4
pupils. The main difference between Sets 3 & 4 and Sets 5 & 6 is that the Level 2 mathematics component is more
difficult. This is a guideline only and you may choose to use them at other year groups.

Level 3

Set 7
Set 8

(formerly L3C)
(formerly L3D)

A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 5
A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 5

Set 9
Set 10

(formerly L3A)
(formerly L3B)

A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 6
A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 6

Note: Sets 7 & 8 have been written mainly for year 5 pupils and Sets 9 & 10 have been written mainly for year 6
pupils. The main difference between Sets 7 & 8 and Sets 9 & 10 is that the Level 3 mathematics component is more
difficult. This is a guideline only and you may choose to use them at other year groups.

Level 4

Set 11*
Set 12

(formerly L4A)
(formerly L4B)

A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 7
A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 7

Set 13
Set 14

(formerly L4H)
(formerly L4HB)

A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 8
A set of 20 activity sheets for Year 8

Note: Sets 11 & 12 have been written mainly for year 7 pupils. These resources are similar to Sets 1 to 10 in that
they cover Mathematics and English skills only. Sets 13 & 14 are Multi-Task Activity Sheets and cover not only
Level 4 Mathematics objectives but other areas involving English, Social Studies and Science. The year group you
use each resource at is only a guideline and you may choose to use them at other year groups.

These activity sheets are designed to complement work in other subject areas, that you may also set as homework.
The emphasis in these activity sheets is on Mathematics and English skills. These resources are designed to
assist pupils to learn and reinforce the basic skills in both areas, and provide an ‘easy to use’, but worthwhile
resource for you, the teacher.
Within sets at each level, all Mathematics objectives as stated in the

MATHEMATICS in the New Zealand Curriculum

have been covered. (Some objectives briefly, as some are difficult as homework activities).
I wish you well with your teaching.

Andrew Stark

For more information contact ...

AWS

Publications Ltd

FREEPOST No. 1871
P O Box 21-304
Edgeware
Christchurch 8030
NEW ZEALAND

Homework / Revision Activity Sheet Contents:
Below is a summary table of the contents of each activity sheet. ALL activity sheets have
common activities A (10 Quick Questions, involving Level 3 revision), D (Dictionary Skills) and
F (Media Studies).
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Set 11 - Level 4 (Year 7)

B

C

E

1

Writing a Story

Addition & Subtraction

Multiplication

2

Writing a Story

Prime Numbers / Multiples & Factors

Squares / Square Roots

3

Writing a Letter

Fractions

Word Problems

4

Writing a Conversation

Decimals / Fractions / Percentages

Finding Fractions or
Percentages

5

Writing a Story

Rounding Numbers

Estimating Prices

6

Writing a Letter

Decimal Calculations

What will it cost?

7

Writing a Story

Finding Fractions of a Quantity

Percentages

8

Writing a Speech

Multiplying and Dividing by Powers of 10

Decimal Number Pyramid

9

Radio Advertisement

Order of Operations

Word Problems

10

Writing a Story

Reading Scales

Measuring & Drawing Lines

11

Designing a Card

The Metric System

Metric Units

12

Writing a Story

Perimeter / Distance around the Outside

Word Problems

13

Essay Competition

'If you can paint it, it has AREA'

Word Problems

14

Designing a Poster

'If you can fill it, it has VOLUME'

Word Problems

15

Writing a Story

Understanding Tables

Decimal Magic Squares

16

Designing a Postcard

Scale Diagrams

Drawing Scale Diagrams

17

Writing a Story

Time Conversions

Time Calculations

18

Writing a Conversation

Using Simple Scales

Designing Scales

19

Writing a Story

Geometry Key Facts

Angle Size

20

Writing a Story

2D Geometry Shapes

Geometry Drawing
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Name:

B: Writing a Story

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
90 × 8 =
................
2.
142 + 569 = ................
3.
How many minutes in 3
hours?
................
4.
Convert 234mm to cm
................
5.
What is the area
of this square?
............... sq units
6.
How much would it cost to
buy 7 books, if each book
costs $2.60?
...............
7.
If the temperature was 7oC
then drops 4oC, what is the
new temperature? ...............
8.
23 – 2 × 10 =................
9.
Find 1/2 of $13.60 ...............
10. How much would each
person get if you shared
$18.90 between 3 people?
................
Time taken:

Behind every picture there is a story.
¾ Where is this funny looking man
going?
¾ Is he in a hurry or being chased?
 Write your version of what is
happening.
I will write (tick box):
1
paragraph or
/2 page or

C: Addition & Subtraction

Calculate these answers without using a calculator.
1.

2357
+ 542

2.

5398
+ 1567

3.

9314
+ 7536

4.

10428
+ 7964

5.

8798
– 2476

6.

1238
– 949

7.

6053
– 5294

8.

10000
– 8534

9.

10.

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:
stomach, tongue, artery,
vein, skeleton, muscle

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

1+ pages

A school choir is to be formed. 13 pupils from Rm 7,
18 from Rm 8 and 23 from Rm 9 are to join.
How many pupils will be in the choir?
......................

Mrs Gibson bought a bag containing 70 jellybeans for her
class. During the next week she gave out 7, 9, 8, 12 & 14
jellybeans. How many jellybeans does she have left at the
end of the week?
..........................

Do you have any

E: Multiplication

Work these out.
1.
5632
×7

2.

spelling words
to learn this week?

6879
×9

Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

3.
4.
5.
6.

942 × 6 =
267 × 12 =
9823 × 40 =
2400 × 11 =

7.

4086
× 67

......................
......................
......................
......................
8.

6793
× 59

Find, then read a report of a
crime in the newspaper.
 Write one or two
paragraphs about
the crime.

 What do you think the
punishment should be?
Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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Name:

A: 10 Quick Questions

B: Writing a Story

Behind every picture there is a story.
[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
¾ Why is this man guarding the
takes you & record this time in the
door?
box below.
¾ Is there someone trying to get in?
1.
70 × 9 =
................
 Write your version of what is
2.
324 + 719 = ................
happening.
3.
How many minutes in 6
hours?
................
I will write (tick box):
1
paragraph or
/2 page or
1+ pages
4.
Convert 75cm to mm
................
C: Prime Numbers / Multiples & Factors
5.
What is the perimeter
Working
with
prime numbers.
of this square?
1.
List
the
prime numbers less than 14 ..............................................
................... units
2.
List
the
prime
numbers between 15 and 25 ....................................
6.
How much would it cost to
3.
List
the
prime
numbers between 30 and 40 ....................................
buy 6 books, if each book
4.
Circle
the
prime
numbers in this list: 13, 15, 21, 27, 41, 47, 49, 51
costs $3.50?
...............
o
7.
If the temperature was 9 C
List the next five multiples of ...
then drops 8oC, what is the
5.
4, ......, ......, ....., ......, ......
8.
12, ......, ......, ....., ......, ......
new temperature? ............... 6.
7, ......, ......, ......, ......, ......
9.
20, ......, ......, ....., ......, ......
8.
35 – 3 × 9 =
............... 7.
10, ......, ......, ....., ......, ...... 10. 25, ......, ......, ....., ......, ......
9.
Find 1/2 of $17.80 ...............
10. How much would each
The factors of 6
1×6
List the factors of ...
could be drawn
person get if you shared
2×3
12. 7
...................................
as
follows:
$24.80 between 4 people?
13.
10
...................................
................
11.
Draw two diagrams to show
14. 12
...................................
the factors of 8.
Time taken:
...................................
15. 18
...................................
D: Dictionary Skills
...................................
In your homework book, list these
Do you have any
E: Squares / Square Roots
words in alphabetical order.
2
spelling
words
A number 'squared', such as 4
Write a brief dictionary
to
learn
this
week?
means 4 × 4 and the answer would
meaning for each word:
Yes
/
No
(circle
one)
be 16. Find these squares.
2
octagon, triangle, hexagon,
1.
3 =
....................
F: Media Studies
decagon, pentagon, quadrilateral
2.
52 =
....................
Find, then read a report of a
3.
82 =
....................
 What do these words have in
sporting event in the
4.
102 =
....................
common?
newspaper.
5.
202 =
....................
 Write sentences using 3 of
 What is the sport?
these words to show you
The opposite of squaring a number is  Who was playing & who
understand their meanings.
won?
to find the 'square root' of a number.

Where
& when was the sport
√
Example:
49
=
7
Have you spent
played?
Find
the
square
root
of
...
some time this week
√36 =
6.
....................
learning or revising your
Have you read a
√81 =
7.
....................
book or part of a
basic number
√121 =
8.
....................
book this week,
facts?
√144 =
9.
....................
just for FUN?
10. √900 =
....................
Yes / No (circle one)
Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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B: Writing a Letter

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
80 × 7 =
................
2.
567 – 376 = ................
3.
How many seconds in 4
minutes?
................
4.
Convert 6.5m to cm
................
5.
What is the name
of this shape?
.........................
6.
How much would it cost to
buy 9 books, if each book
costs $1.75?
...............
7.
If the temperature was 6oC
then drops 9oC, what is the
new temperature? ...............
8.
6+9×7=
...............
9.
Find 1/3 of $9.60
...............
10. How much would each
person get if you shared
$20.50 between 5 people?
................
Time taken:

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

You are writing a letter to a new penpal for
the first time. Tell him / her about:
¾ yourself and your family
¾ your interests and hobbies
¾ pets you have or would like
¾ your favourite foods

I will write (tick box):
1
paragraph or
/2 page or

C: Fractions

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

1

/10
/5
1
/4
1
/2
3
/4

A fraction of each group of diagrams is shaded.
Match the fractions in the box with the shaded diagrams.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

............

............

............

............

1

............

Match the equivalent fractions in the box with the fractions listed.
6.

1

/10

= .......... = ..........

7.

1

= .......... = ..........

8.

1

= .......... = ..........

9.

1

= .......... = ..........

10.

3

= .......... = ..........

/5
/4
/2
/4

1.

2.

3.

1

2

/ 10

20

2

/ 100

/ 20

5

2

/10

/8

10

75

/ 100

/100

25

50

/ 100

/ 100

30

/40

Do you have any

E: Word Problems

inch, yard, foot, mile,
furlong, marathon

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

1+ pages

If /4 of the class like
cats, what fraction
of the class
do not like cats? .............

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find an item of local news in the
If 2/3 of the class are
newspaper or from TV.
outside playing, what
Example:
fraction of the
New shops to
class are still
open soon.
inside?
.............
 What is the headline?
Fourteen children or 1/2 of the
 What is the item of news about?
class were away from school
sick. How many children are
Have you read a
there normally in this class,
book or part of a
when all children
book this week,
are at school?
just for FUN?
.......................
Yes / No (circle one)

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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Name:

B: Writing a Conversation

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
120 × 6 = ...............
2.
806 – 518 = ...............
3.
How many hours in 2.5
days?
................
4.
Convert 6km to m
................
5.
What is the name
of this shape?
........................
6.
How much would it cost to
buy 11 pens, if each pen
costs $1.20?
...............
7.
If the temperature was 6oC
then drops 8oC, what is the
new temperature? ...............
8.
35 – 4 × 8 =
...............
9.
Find 1/4 of $12.80 ...............
10. How much would each
person get if you shared
$21.70 between 7 people?
................

This man is having trouble keeping up with
all the work he has to do.
His boss asks, "Have you finished writing
that article yet? It is due today!"

 Write a conversation between this man
and his boss, where the man comes up with
three excuses as to why it is not finished.
I will write (tick box):

paragraph or

Decimal

Fraction

/10

0.1

0.2

1.

/4

/3

9.

10.

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

66.6 %

0.5

8.

20%

75%

/2

1

Do you have any

E: Finding Fractions or
Percentages

1.

25%

/3

1

50%

2

/4

3

0.25

4.

7.

0.75

/5

33.3 %

0.333 5.

0.666

1

10%

2.

1

3.

6.

Percentage

1

spelling words
to learn this week?

Shade in 1/3 of these shapes.

theodolite, microscope, compass,
thermometer, megaphone,

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

1+ pages

C: Decimals / Fractions / Percentages

D: Dictionary Skills

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

/2 page or

Fill in the gaps in this table using the decimals, fractions & percentages in
the box. Example: The first line will be 0.1 = 1/10 = 10%

Time taken:

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

(Remember to use speech marks)

1

Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

2.

Shade in 2/3 of these shapes.

Find an item of national news in
the newspaper or from TV.
Example:

U.S.A. President to
visit New Zealand

3.

Shade 75% of these shapes.

 What is the headline?

 What is the item of news about?

4.

Shade 25% of these shapes.

Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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Name:

B: Writing a Story

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
200 × 12 = ...............
2.
2304 + 7254 = ...............
3.
How many days in 15
weeks?
................
4.
Convert 3000m to km
................
5.
What is the name
of this shape?
.......................
6.
How much would it cost to
buy 10 books, if each book
costs $6.65?................
7.
If the temperature was 0oC
then rises 4oC, what is the
new temperature? ...............
8.
6 × 5 – 23 =
...............
9.
Find 1/3 of $45.90 ...............
10. How much would each
person get if you shared
$33.60 between 8 people?
................
Time taken:

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:
vespiary, warren, lair,
stable, hive, web

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

Behind every picture there is a story.
¾ These children have come across
a special 'magic' box.
¾ You are allowed three wishes.
 Write about what your three
wishes would be.

I will write (tick box):
1
paragraph or
/2 page or

1+ pages

C: Rounding Numbers

When accurate numbers are not required, rounding numbers is often used.
Example: 21 would round to 20, 38 would round to 40 & 55 would round to 60.

Round these numbers to the nearest 10.
1.
26
...........
2.
41
...........
4.
114 ...........
5.
75
...........

3.
6.

65
98

Round these numbers to the nearest 100.
7.
86
...........
8.
127 ...........
10. 450 ...........
11.
1242 ...........

9.
12.

378 ...........
2768 ...........

Round these numbers to the nearest 1000.
13. 768 ...........
14. 1726 ...........
16. 8045 ...........
17. 6500 ...........

15.
18.

7268 ...........
4501 ...........

...........
...........

Round each number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000 before working out the
answer. Remember this is an estimate answer only.
19. 84 + 293
= .............. + .............. = ..............
20. 121 – 69
= .............. – .............. = ..............
21. 968 × 19
= .............. × .............. = ..............

E: Estimating Prices

Do you have any

spelling words

Round the prices to the nearest
to learn this week?
whole dollar before working out the
Yes / No (circle one)
cost. Example: $4.95 rounds to $5.00
1.
The cost of 7
F: Media Studies
hamburgers.
What T.V. programmes do you like?
$3.95
 Find the T.V. page in the
each
$......... × 7 = $...........
newspaper or other magazine.
2.
The cost of 9
 Cut out the programmes
cans of drink.
$1.15
you like and re-arrange
each
$......... × 9 = $...........
them in your new order.
 Paste these into your
3.
The cost of 5kgs
homework book.
$7.99 / kg
of mushrooms.
Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

$......... × 5 = $...........

4.

The cost of 8kgs
of oranges.

$2.19 / kg

$......... × 8 = $...........

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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Name:

B: Writing a Letter

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
190 × 11 = ...............
2.
2304 – 968 = ...............
3.
How many weeks in 2
years?
................
4.
Convert 95cm to mm
................
5.
What is the area
of this square?
............... sq units
6.
How much would it cost to
buy 9 pencils, if each pencil
costs $0.60?
...............
7.
If the temperature was 6oC
then drops 6oC, what is the
new temperature? ...............
8.
7 – 24 ÷ 8 =
...............
9.
Find 1/2 of $17.50 ...............
10. If 7 children's movie tickets
cost $24.50, what would
each ticket cost?
................

You are writing another letter to your penpal overseas.
This time tell him/her about your school.
You might like to include:
¾ name of your school and where in NZ it is,
¾ number of pupils at your school and in your class,
¾ your teacher's name,
¾ subjects you like best and sports you play.
I will write (tick box):

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

1.

13.68
+ 9.67

2.

45.37
+ 67.09

3.

38.96
– 24.73

4.

165.04
– 49.76

5.

6.97
×9

6.

8.38
× 30

7.

36.9
× 1.2

8.

63.1
× 0.05

9.

10.

0.3 60.0

13.

14.

AWS

12 + 6.5 + 0.16 = ................

12.

9.35 + 26 + 3.6 = ................

Do you have any

E: What will it Cost?

spelling words

Add these shopping lists.

1.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

Do
not
forget
!

0.4 0.024

11.

How much would it cost to buy 9 kilograms of meat,
if each kilogram costs $13.95?
..........................
If 5kg of meat costs $49.75, what does the meat
cost per kilogram?
..........................

1.95
8.85
12.50
3.25
14.65
7.95
2.35
10.75
3.10
7.65

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Yes / No (circle one)

1+ pages

C: Decimal Calculations

nephew, cousin, uncle,
aunt, niece, parents

basic number
facts?

/2 page or

Calculate these decimal problems.

Time taken:

D: Dictionary Skills

1

paragraph or

$

3.
4.

2.

to learn this week?

6.95
2.55
9.75
5.67
11.39
4.69
7.99
15.95
0.99
6.39

Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find, then read a report of a
crime in the newspaper.
 Write one or 2
paragraphs about
the crime.

 What do you think the
punishment should be?

$

Add both list totals...............
How much change would
you receive from $200?
........................

Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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B: Writing a Story

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
280 × 12 = ................
2.
5000 – 1368 = ...............
3.
How many seconds in 9
minutes?
................
4.
Convert 4kg to grams
................
5.
What is the area
of this rectangle?
............... sq units
6.
How much would it cost to
buy 20 books, if each book
costs $3.75?
...............
7.
If the temperature was 6oC
then drops 7oC, what is the
new temperature? ................
8.
32 ÷ 8 + 13 =
...............
9.
Find 1/4 of $16.80 ...............
10. If Kim spent $20.80 on 4
copies of a book, what did
each book cost?
................
Time taken:

Behind every picture there is a story.

¾ Give both this girl and her cat, an
imaginative name.
¾ How did the cat come to be up the
tree?
 Write your version of what
happened.
I will write (tick box):

strait, lagoon, fiord,
tributary, harbour, channel

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

1

/2 page or

1+ pages

C: Finding Fractions of a Quantity

Find 1/4 of 60cm
as 1/4 means 1 out of 4
firstly, 60 ÷ 4 = 15cm
then 1 × 15 = 15cm

Find 2/3 of 60cm
as 2/3 means 2 out of 3
firstly, 60 ÷ 3 = 20cm
then 2 × 20 = 40cm

Example:

Find
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

/2 of $50
/2 of 64kg
1
/4 of 60mm
1
/4 of $100
1
/5 of 35km
1

Example:

.................
.................
.................
.................
.................

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2

/5 of 75m
/10 of $25
3
/4 of 20L
3
/4 of 200g
2
/3 of $30
3

.................
.................
.................
.................
.................

11.

One quarter of a class ran in the inter-school
cross-country race. If there are 24 pupils in the
class, how many ran in the race?
..................

12.

At a concert in the Town Hall, half the people
attending were children. If 130 people attended,
how many were children? ..........................

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

paragraph or

Do you have any

E: Percentages

In this box are some
commonly used
fractions and their
equivalent percentages.

1

/2
/4
1
/5
3
/4
1

=
=
=
=

50%
25%
20%
75%

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find, then read a report of a sporting event in the
newspaper.
 What is the sport?
 Who was playing & who
won?
...............
 Where & when was the sport
Three out of four pupils in
played?
Jim's class have a pet.
What % is this? ..................
Have you read a
25 out of 100
book or part of a
houses in a street
book this week,
are painted white.
just for FUN?
What % is this? ..................
Yes / No (circle one)

Use this information to
answer these questions.
1.
What percentage is shaded?

2.

3.

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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A: 10 Quick Questions

B: Writing a Speech

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
90 × 8 =
................
2.
142 + 569 = ...............
3.
How many minutes in 3
hours?
................
4.
Convert 234mm to cm
................
5.
What is the perimeter
of this rectangle?
................. units
6.
If petrol costs 90 cents per
litre, how much would 9 litres
cost?
................
7.
If the temperature was 0oC
then rises 4oC, what is the
new temperature? ...............
8.
37 – 9 × 3 = ................
9.
Find 1/5 of $15.50 ...............
10. If 5 hamburgers cost $14.50,
what does each hamburger
cost?
................

You have entered a speech competition and have
to talk for about 2 minutes.
The topic is,
'How to improve the school grounds'.

 Write and practise your speech.

Include at least three changes you would make
to improve the school grounds.

You might like to include a simple plan of where the changes would occur.

C: Multiplying and Dividing by Powers of 10

Calculate the following.
1.
2.5 × 10
= ...............
2.
1.6 × 100
= ...............
3.
5.9 × 1000 = ...............
4.
0.6 × 10
= ...............
5.
1.37 × 100 = ...............
Calculate the following.
11.
123 ÷ 10
= ...............
12.
456 ÷ 100
= ...............
13.
3265 ÷ 1000 = ...............
14.
5.3 ÷ 10
= ...............
15.
35.6 ÷ 100 = ...............
21.

Time taken:

22.

peninsula, tundra, summit,
continent, island, marsh

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

0.04 × 100
1.06 × 1000
12 × 10
1.36 × 100
0.003 × 100

=
=
=
=
=

...............
...............
...............
...............
...............

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

4.36 ÷ 100
563 ÷ 1000
36 ÷ 10
1563 ÷ 100
368.3 ÷ 100

=
=
=
=
=

...............
...............
...............
...............
...............

If a school bought 100 exercise books for $105,
how much does each book cost? ......................

One litre of paint costs $15.80. How much would it
cost to buy 10 litres of paint? ..........................

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Do you have any

E: Decimal Number
Pyramid

spelling words

Find the number at the top of this
decimal number pyramid by adding
or subtracting pairs of numbers and
placing the answers in the gaps.

to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find an item of local news in the
newspaper or from TV.
Example:

New shops to
open soon.

 What is the headline?

2.17

1.23

0.39

 What is the item of news about?

3.09

Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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A: 10 Quick Questions

B: Radio Advertisement

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
263 × 6 = ................
2.
2364 + 9 + 169 = ...............
3.
How many hours in 240
minutes?
................
4.
Convert 6000mL to litres
................
5.
What is the name of a
shape with 10 sides?
...................................
6.
If marbles cost 40 cents
each, how much would 25
marbles cost?
$..............
7.
If the temperature was 2oC
then drops 7oC, what is the
new temperature? ................
8.
72 ÷ 8 – 6 =
...............
9.
Find 1/4 of $48.20 ................
10. If 3 music tapes cost $29.70,
what does each tape cost if
they are all the same price?
................

You have been asked to write a radio ad for a new
restaurant that is to open next week. The ad should be
30 to 50 words long. Include:

Time taken:

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

¾ the date it is due to open,
¾ the name of the restaurant,
¾ what type of food it offers,
¾ an opening 'special' deal,
¾ where it is located and its telephone number.

C: Order of Operations

Remember to × and ÷ before you + and – .
Example: 6 + 2 × 4 = 6 + 8 = 14
15 ÷ 5 + 10 = 3 + 10 = 13
Find the answers to these problems and show your working.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

9 – 21 ÷ 7 = .................
.................
9 + 3 × 9 = .................
.................
12 + 9 ÷ 3 = .................
.................
16 ÷ 2 + 5 = .................
.................
7 + 5 × 9 = .................
.................
3 × 8 ÷ 6 = .................
.................
12 ÷ 2 × 7 = .................
.................

Do you have any

E: Word Problems

scholar, dictation, history,
teacher, grammar, composition

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

8.

7 + 9 – 8 = .................
.................
15 – 9 + 7 = .................
.................
5 × 4 + 8 = .................
.................
6 × 3 – 12 = .................
.................
39 – 4 × 9 = .................
.................
32 ÷ 8 + 9 = .................
.................
7 + 48 ÷ 6 = .................
.................

A single scoop icecream
costs $1.00 and a
double scoop
icecream costs $1.50.
How much would it
cost to buy 5 single scoop
and 4 double scoop
icecreams?
...................................

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find an item of national news in
the newspaper or from TV.
Example:

U.S.A. President to
visit New Zealand

 What is the headline?

2.

Fish costs $1.20
each and a scoop of
chips costs $1.00.
How much would 6
fish and 2 scoops of
chips cost?
.
...................................

 What is the item of news about?
Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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B: Writing a Story

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
250 × 7 = ................
2.
6234 – 4638 = ...............
3.
How many minutes in 480
seconds? ................
4.
Convert 9000g to kg
................
5.
What is the perimeter
of this shape?
............... units
6.
If bus tickets cost $1.20
each, how much for 8 bus
tickets?
................
7.
If the temperature was 6oC
then drops 12oC, what is the
new temperature? ................
8.
21 + 36 ÷ 12 =
...............
9.
Find 1/4 of $36.80 ...............
10. 10 new classroom desks cost
$486. How much does each
desk cost?
................
Time taken:

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

Behind every picture there is a story.

¾ It's dress-up time. Who are these
children trying to be as they try on
these old clothes?
¾ What else could be in the box?
 Write your version of what is
happening.
I will write (tick box):

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

/2 page or

1+ pages

C: Reading Scales

On each ruler, what
measurement is shown
by each pointer?
1.
A = ..............
2.
B = ..............
3.
C = ..............

4.

0.5

E

8.
9.
10.
11.

1.

0cm

5

10

15

20

B

A

25

30

C

Mark 19cm on the ruler above and label this point D.

0m

vinegar, petrol, alcohol,
turpentine, brine, acid

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

1

paragraph or

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

F

3.0

5.
6.
7.

E = ...............
F = ...............
G = ...............

G

Mark 1.3m on the ruler above and label this point H.
Convert 210cm to metres
............................... (point J)
Convert 2600mm to metres
............................... (point K)
Mark the two points above (J & K) on the ruler.

Do you have any

E: Measuring & Drawing
Lines

spelling words

Measure this line to the
nearest mm. .........mm

Yes / No (circle one)

to learn this week?

F: Media Studies

2.

Measure this line to the
nearest cm.
..........cm

Find a piece of good news in a
newspaper or from T.V.
 What is it about?

 Write about how it
affects the people
in the news item and
give your opinion.

3.

Draw a line 32mm long.

4.

Draw a line 2.5cm long.

5.

Round 27mm to the nearest
cm .............., then draw this
line.

Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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B: Designing a Card

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
390 × 20 = ................
2.
56 – 24 + 56 =
...............
3.
How many days in 84
hours?
................
4.
Convert 2500m to km
................
5.
Draw a
hexagon
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

Measure this line to the
nearest mm
................
If movie tickets cost $6.50
each, how much for 9 movie
tickets?
................
48 ÷ 12 × 10 =
...............
Find 1/6 of $36.60 ...............
How much would each
person get if you share
$37.10 between 5 people?
................
Time taken:

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:
steel, mercury, copper,
brass, bronze, aluminium

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

Your best friend is in hospital after
having an accident while biking home
from school.

 Design him/her a 'get well soon'
card that will cheer him/her up.
Make it bright.
Include a message that will help make
him/her feel better.

C: The Metric System

Use the abbreviations in the box below to match each unit with its
abbreviation for these metric measurement units.
Length

1.
2.
3.
4.

metre
millimetre
centimetre
kilometre

5.
6.
7.

litre
millilitre
kilolitre

8.
9.
10.

gram
milligram
kilogram

Which measurement unit would you
use to measure the following ... ?
11.
a packet of potato chips
.....................
12. a carton of milk
.....................
13. the distance between two cities
.....................
14. the height of a large tree
.....................
15. your body weight .....................
16. the width of a toothpick
.....................
17. a can of fruit juice .....................
18. the volume of water in a
swimming pool
.....................

..........
..........
..........
..........

Capacity

..........
..........
..........

Mass

L
km

..........
..........
..........

Abbreviations
mg
m
kL
mL
kg
mm

g
cm

Do you have any

E: Metric Units

spelling words

Fill in the missing length unit.
1.
300cm = 3 ...............
2.
6m = 600 ...............
3.
27cm = 270 ...............
4.
5000m = 5 ...............

to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Fill in the missing mass unit.
5.
3000mg = 3 ...............
6.
3.7kg = 3700 ...............
7.
7g = 7000 ...............
8.
4500g = 4.5 ...............

Fill in the missing capacity unit.
9.
9L = 9000 ...............
10. 5.3kL = 5300 ...............
11.
3200mL = 3.2 ...............
12. 1.8L = 1800 ...............

Find, then read a report of a
sporting event in the
newspaper.
 What is the sport?
 Who was playing & who
won?
 Where & when was the sport
played?
Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it takes
you & record this time in the box
below.
1.
3600 × 80 =
...............
2.
35 + 76 – 63 =
...............
3.
How many minutes in 6.5
hours?
................
4.
Convert 3.2kg to grams
................
5.
Draw an
octagon
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

Measure this line to the
nearest cm
................
If movie tickets cost $7.20
each, how much for 7 movie
tickets?
................
65 – 4 × 12 =
................
Find 1/7 of $8.82
................
How much would each
person get if you share
$58.05 between 9 people?
................

B: Writing a Story

Behind every picture there is a story.

¾ Who owns this dog?
¾ Is this man trying to catch it or is the
dog chasing him?
 Write your version of what is
happening.

I will write (tick box):
1
paragraph or
/2 page or

C: Perimeter / Distance Around The Outside

The distance around a shape is called the perimeter.
If you run around a netball court starting
Example:
30m
at a corner, you would run ...
30m + 50m + 30m + 50m = 160m

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

30m

D12345678901234567
12345678901234567 E

12345678901234567

A

+
+

G

C

+
+
+

side AB = ...............mm
side BC = ...............mm
side CA = ...............mm

Do you have any

E: Word Problems

1.

2.

3.

4.

F

side DE = ...............mm
side EF = ...............mm
side FG = ...............mm
side GD = ...............mm

perimeter = ..................mm

perimeter = ..................mm

liver, heart, lungs, kidneys,
stomach, bladder

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

Diagram of
netball court
50m

D: Dictionary Skills

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

50m

Measure each side of these shapes to the nearest millimetre (mm). Use
your answers to calculate the perimeter.
1.
2.
B

Time taken:

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

1+ pages

The distance
around a park is
3500 metres.
How far would
you run if you ran
3 laps?
...............m
or ..........km

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find an advertisement in the
newspaper that has more than just
the price for a car.

On this square,
 Cut & glue this into
what do the
your homework book.
small lines on
 Find out what the abbreviations
each side mean?
mean. Example: 1.5L, FWD
..........................
10cm
..........................
Have you read a
How long is each side of this
book or part of a
square?
.........................
book this week,
Work out the perimeter of
just for FUN?
this square. .........................
Yes / No (circle one)

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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B: Essay Competition

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
2590 × 30 =
...............
2.
142 + 569 – 469 = ...............
3.
How many hours in 2.5
days?
...............
4.
Convert 2570m to km
...............
5.
Draw a
pentagon
6.

Draw a line 32mm long

7.

If soccer balls cost $11.95
each, how much would 11
soccer balls cost? ...............
34 + 6 × 9 =
...............
Find 1/9 of $24.30 ...............
How much would each
person get if you share
$17.15 between 7 people?
................

8.
9.
10.

You have entered an essay competition,
with the first prize a trip to Australia.
The topic is,
'My favourite sports-person'.

 Write an essay on this topic.
Include:
¾ the name of the person and their sport,
¾ what you like about this person and why.
I will write (tick box):

1.

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

...........sq

2.

units

Calculating the area of
squares and rectangles.
AREA = base × height

1234567
1234567
1234567
height1234567
1234567

........... sq

2.

3.

4.

A = ....... × ........
A = ...........mm2

...........sq

units

1234567890
1234567890
12mm1234567890
1234567890
26mm

A new classroom 6m
long by 5m wide is to
have carpet laid. What
is the area that is to be
carpeted? .........................

Calculate both the area (A)
and the perimeter1234567
(P) for this
1234567
rectangle.
10mm

5.

A = ....... × ........
A = ............mm2

Do you have any

A block wall 20m long
by 2m high is to be
painted. What is
the area of the block wall?
...............................

A = ............mm2
P = ............mm

3.

12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
12345678
20mm12345678
12345678
12345678

E: Word Problems

1.

units

20mm

base

petal, stem, leaf,
pollen, stamen, anther

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

1+ pages

C: 'If you can paint it, it has AREA'

D: Dictionary Skills

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

/2 page or

Find the area of these shapes by counting squares.

Time taken:

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

1

paragraph or

1234567
1234567
20mm

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Many articles in the newspaper
are about famous people.
 Find articles about
two famous people.

 Why are these people
famous?
Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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A: 10 Quick Questions

B: Designing a Poster

[Try not to use a calculator]
You have been asked to design a poster to
Have someone time how long it
advertise a new breakfast cereal for
takes you & record this time in the
sportspeople.
box below.
Include:
1.
420 × 120 = ...............
¾ name of the breakfast cereal,
2.
1526 + 8620 = ...............
¾ what it contains,
3.
How many minutes in 1
¾ why you should buy it,
day?
...............
¾ price.
4.
Convert 569cm to m
...............
C: 'If you can fill it, it has VOLUME'
5.
How many sides does a
decagon have?
............... All of these shapes can be filled, therefore they
have volume. Volume is measured in cubic
6.
Measure this line to the
3
3
3
nearest mm
............... mm (mm ), cubic cm (cm ) or cubic m (m ).
Example:

7.

8.
9.
10.

123
12
12
123
123
12
12
123
123
12
12
123
123
12
123
1212
12
123
123

Area = base × height (shaded region)
If movie tickets cost $9.80
Volume = cross section area
height
each, how much for 7 movie
(shaded region) × depth
depth
tickets?
...............
Volume = base × height × depth
base
87 – 15 × 4 =
...............
Find 2/3 of $16.80 ...............
Calculate the volume of these shapes using the rule above.
How much would each
1.
2.
person get if you share
6cm
10mm
$34.00 between 8 people?
5cm
8mm
................
15cm
20mm

Time taken:

V = ........ × ........ × ........

V = ........ × ........ × ........

Volume = ..........mm3

Volume = ..........cm3

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

1.

sector, radius, diameter,
segment, arc, chord

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

Do you have any

E: Word Problems

2.

How much soil
would be needed
to fill a hole that
is 8m long, 3m wide and
2m deep?
V = ........ × ........ × ........

Volume = ................m3
Measure the sides that you
need on this cube, so that
you can work out its volume.

(Use mm)

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find, then read a report of a
sporting event in the
newspaper.
 What is the sport?
 Who was playing & who
won?
 Where & when was the sport
played?
Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

V = ........ × ........ × ........

just for FUN?

Volume = ................mm3

Yes / No (circle one)

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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Name:

B: Writing a Story

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
120 × 110 = ...............
2.
5000 – 3295 = ...............
3.
How many minutes between
9:30a.m. and 10:45a.m.?
................
4.
Convert 526cm to m
................
5.
How many sides does a
nonagon have?
...............
6.
Draw a line 35mm long

Behind every picture there is a story.

¾ What a funny looking spaceship.
¾ Where has it come from?
¾ Where did that softball come from?
 Write your version of how things
happened.
I will write (tick box):
1
paragraph or
/2 page or

C: Understanding Tables

This table shows the results of the school house
competition for the athletics sports. Use this
information to answer these questions.
1.

7.

8.
9.
10.

If movie tickets cost $5.50
each, how much for 12 movie
tickets?
................
45 – 23 + 56 =
...............
Find 1/5 of $21.50 ...............
How much would each
person get if you share
$16.45 between 7 people?
................
Time taken:

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:
ulna, tibia, humerus,
cranium, patella, femur

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

1+ pages

Girls

Blue

52

38

Gold

48

47

Total

How many points did the boys in Gold
Green
60
39
house score?
.....................
Red
37
54
How many points did the girls in Red
house score?
.....................
Which house had the most successful girls' team? ................
Which house had the least successful boys' team? ................
Which house had the third best boys' team?
................
Which house had the second best girls' team?
................
Who scored 47 points? ..............................................................
Who scored 52 points? ..............................................................
Complete the 'total column' of the table by adding the boys and girls
scores together.
List the houses in order of first to last.
...................... ....................... ....................... .......................
Do you have any

E: Decimal Magic
Squares

spelling words

Complete these magic squares.
1.

House Boys

1.2

Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

0.9

Find a piece of good news in a
newspaper or from T.V.

1.2

 What is it about?

1.2

2.

to learn this week?

2.7
2.2

2.2 3.2

 Write about how it
affects the people
in the news item and
give your opinion.
Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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A: 10 Quick Questions

B: Designing a Postcard

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
3600 ÷ 120 = ...............
2.
$200 – $152.35 = ...............
3.
How many minutes between
5:00p.m. and 8:25p.m.?
................
4.
Convert 8625mL to L
................
5.
How many sides does a
pentagon have?
...............
6.
Measure this line to the
nearest cm
...........cm

You are away on holiday and wish to send a
postcard to a friend. Design a postcard
using card 17cm x 10cm.
Include:

7.

8.
9.
10.

If hamburgers cost $3.95
each, how much for 12
hamburgers?
...............
12 × 10 + 56 =
...............
Find 3/4 of $36.00 ...............
How much would each
person get if you share
$29.20 between 8 people?
................
Time taken:

¾ on one side, draw a picture of where
you are staying,

¾on the other, write about your holiday.

(Remember to include the address & stamp)

C: Scale Diagrams

By measuring and using the scale given, work out different lengths or
distances.
Scale: 1mm represents 1cm
1.
Measured length = ...............mm
Actual length = .................cm
2. Scale: 1cm represents 10km
Measured length = ...............cm
Actual length = .................km

3.

4.

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:
Uranus, Saturn, Venus,
Pluto, Mercury, Neptune

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

Town B

Town A

Scale: 1cm represents 2m
Measured length = ...............cm
Actual length = .................m

Scale: 10mm represents 1m
Measured length = ...............mm
Actual length = .................m

Do you have any

E: Drawing Scale
Diagrams

1.

spelling words

A builder wishes to draw the
floor plan of a new garage.
The garage is 5m by 4m. Use
a scale of 1cm = 1m to draw
the floor plan in the space
below.

to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find an item of local news in the
newspaper or from TV.
Example:

New shops to
open soon.

 What is the headline?

 What is the item of news about?
Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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B: Writing a Story

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
240 ÷ 1.2 = ...............
2.
$700 – $619.35 = ...............
3.
What is the new time after
you add 45 minutes to
2:35p.m.?
...............
4.
Convert 5.3kg to grams
................
5.
How many sides does a
hexagon have?
...............
6.
Estimate the answer by
rounding the numbers first
74 + 98 = ....... + ....... = .......
7.
If juice costs $1.25 per can,
how much for 15 cans of
juice?
................
8.
3.7 × 10 + 9.5 = ...............
9.
Find 2/3 of $48.00................
10. How much would each
person get if you share
$11.97 between 9 people?
................
Time taken:

Behind every picture there is a story.

¾This sailor has just spotted
something way off in the distance.
¾ What could it be? Land or pirates?
 Write your version of what is
happening.
I will write (tick box):
1
paragraph or
/2 page or

C: Time Conversions

To avoid confusion between morning and afternoon time, 24 hour
time can be used. Example: 2:30 p.m. is the same as 14:30.

Convert these a.m. or p.m. times to 24hr time.
1.
2:35 a.m.
= .................... 6.
7:45 a.m.
2.
7:17 p.m.
= .................... 7.
12:15 p.m.
3.
8:05 a.m.
= .................... 8.
5:26 p.m.
4.
9:56 p.m.
= .................... 9.
6:47 a.m.
5.
11:09 p.m. = .................... 10. 12:51 a.m.

=
=
=
=
=

....................
....................
....................
....................
....................

Convert these 24hr times to a.m. or p.m. time.
11.
09:25
= .................... 16. 08:45
12. 14:17
= .................... 17. 13:27
13. 18:08
= .................... 18. 06:05
14. 01:54
= .................... 19. 23:50
15. 00:25
= .................... 20. 19:32

=
=
=
=
=

....................
....................
....................
....................
....................

21.

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

1.

zoology, botany, astronomy,
geology, ecology, entomology

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

1+ pages

2.

3.

A T.V. programme starts at 13:35 and runs for 75
minutes. What will the time be when the programme
finishes?
................................
Do you have any
E: Time Calculations
Write 20 to ten in the
morning as it would appear
on a 24hr digital clock such
as on a video.
:

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find, then read a report of a
crime in the newspaper.
If you started playing tennis
at 9:15 a.m.
 Write one or two
and the game
paragraphs about
went on for
the crime.
2hrs 30min,
 What do you think the
what time will it be when you
punishment should be?
finish?
.........................
A T.V. programme finished
Have you read a
at 3:15 p.m. If the
book or part of a
programme was 50 minutes
book this week,
long, at what time did it start?
just for FUN?
..........................
Yes / No (circle one)

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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A: 10 Quick Questions

B: Writing a Conversation

[Try not to use a calculator]
Study this picture.
Have someone time how long it
¾ Give everyone interesting names.
takes you & record this time in the
¾ What question is this teacher asking?
box below.
¾What subject are they talking about?
1.
4200 × 1.2 = ...............
 Write a conversation between the
2.
$50 + $12.56 = ...............
teacher and these children.
3.
What is the new time if 53
minutes is added to
I will write (tick box):
1
11:37p.m.?
...............
paragraph or
/2 page or
1+ pages
4.
Convert 1356mm to m
C: Using Simple Scales
................
During
class,
the
temperature
in the room was recorded using the scale in
5.
How many sides does a
the
box
below.
The
results
are
shown in this graph.
pentagon have?
...............
6.
Estimate the answer by
Classroom temperature 4
rounding the numbers first
3
84 – 59 = ....... – ....... = .......
4 = hot
7.
If movie tickets cost $7.30
3 = warm
2
each, how much for 8 movie
2 = ok
tickets?
................
1 = cool
1
8.
14.6 – 3 × 4.2 =
...............
0 = cold
0
9.
Find 3/4 of $18.00 ...............
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:00
10. How much would each
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
person get if you share
Time of the day
$20.70 between 9 people?
1.
What does the number 3 on the scale mean? ...............................
................
2.
How would you rate the room temperature at 10:00a.m.? ..............
Time taken:
3.
At what times during the day was the classroom temperature
rated 2 ? ...................................................................................
D: Dictionary Skills
4.
What was the most common room temperature? ..........................
In your homework book, list these
Do you have any
E: Designing Scales
words in alphabetical order.
spelling
words
1.
Design a simple scale for
Write a brief dictionary
to
learn
this
week?
measuring how people in
meaning for each word:
Yes
/
No
(circle
one)
your class feel about cats.
stethoscope, microphone,
F: Media Studies
telephone, telescope, camera
4 = ......................................
Find an item of national news in
3 = .......................................
 What do these words have in
the newspaper or from TV.
2 = ......................................
common?
Example:
1 = ......................................
 Write sentences using 3 of
U.S.A. President to
0 = ......................................
these words to show you
visit New Zealand
understand their meanings.
2.
Use your scale to find out
 What is the headline?
your classmates' feelings
Have you spent
 What is the item of news about?
about cats.
some time this week
Record your results in this box.
learning or revising your
Have you read a
book or part of a
basic number
0
1
2
3
4
book this week,

facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

Comments:..............................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

W e ll
done
!

...................................
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B: Writing a Story

A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
320 ÷ 0.8 = ...............
2.
$500 – $260.37 = ...............
3.
What is the new time after
you add 65 minutes to
6:15a.m.? ................
4.
Convert 2750g to kg
................
5.
A shape with 7 sides is called
a
.........................
6.
Estimate the answer by
rounding the numbers first
93 × 19 = ....... × ....... = .......
7.
If juice costs $1.45 per can,
how much for 100 cans of
juice?
................
8.
9.4 × 8 + 15.7 = ...............
9.
Find 50% of $37 ...............
10. How much would each
person get if you share
$37.38 between 7 people?
................

Behind every picture there is a story.

¾ How did this man come to be in this
situation?
¾ Will he hang on or fall off?
 Write your version of what will
happen.
I will write (tick box):
1
paragraph or
/2 page or

C: Geometry Key Facts

Complete each statement using one of the words from the list in the box.
1.

3.
4.
5.

show a movement that is in an
........................................... direction.
These arrows
show a movement that is in a
........................................... direction.
An ............................ is a measure of turn.
Angle size is measured in .............................
A ................................ is used to measure angles.

6.

An angle that is 90o is the same as a ...............................

7.

An angle that is 180o is the same as a ..............................

8.

An angle that is 270o is the same as a ...............................

9.

One complete turn or 360o is the same as one ...........................

2.

Time taken:

/2 turn
clockwise

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

protractor
degrees

3
anti-clockwise
/4 turn
1
/4 turn
revolution
angle

Do you have any

E: Angle Size

Complete each statement with one
of these words in the box.

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

dawn, noon, twilight
dusk, midday, midnight

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

These arrows

1

D: Dictionary Skills

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:

1+ pages

straight acute reflex
right
obtuse

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

F: Media Studies

Many articles in the newspaper
are about famous people.
An angle smaller than 90o is
called an ................... angle.  Find articles about
An angle that is 90o is called
two famous people.
a .................... angle.
 Why are these people
An angle greater than 90o,
famous?
o
but less than 180 is called
an ................... angle.
An angle than is 180o is
Have you read a
called a ...................... angle.
book or part of a
An angle greater than 180o
book this week,
but less than 360o is a
just for FUN?
................... angle.
Yes / No (circle one)

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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A: 10 Quick Questions

[Try not to use a calculator]
Have someone time how long it
takes you & record this time in the
box below.
1.
24.68 ÷ 0.4 = ...............
2.
$900 – $756.83 = ...............
3.
What is the new time after
you subtract 47 minutes from
4:07p.m.?
...............
4.
Convert 4.5kL to L
................
5.
A shape with 9 sides is called
a
.........................
6.
Estimate the answer by
rounding the numbers first
9.9 ÷ 2.1 = ...... ÷ ...... = .......
7.
If meat costs $7.99 per kg,
how much for 5 kgs of
meat?
................
8.
25.6 – 3 × 7.4 =
...............
9.
Find 25% of $48 ...............
10. How much would each
person get if you share
$21.20 between 8 people?
................

B: Written Language

Behind every picture there is a story.

¾ You are having a dream in which you can fly.
¾ Imagine what it must be like. What can you
see from way up there? Are you scared?

 Write about what you are feeling as you float
through the air.
I will write (tick box):
1
paragraph or
/2 page or

C: 2D Geometry Shapes

In your homework book, list these
words in alphabetical order.
Write a brief dictionary
meaning for each word:
platinum, mercury, lead,
nickel, silver, gold

 What do these words have in
common?
 Write sentences using 3 of
these words to show you
understand their meanings.

Have you spent
some time this week
learning or revising your

basic number
facts?

Yes / No (circle one)

Do
not
forget
!

AWS

12345678
12345678
12345678
E
12345678

Using the list below, name each of these 2D shapes.
A

12345
12345
12345
12345
F
12345
12345

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A
B
C
D
E

=
=
=
=
=

C

B

D

.................................
.................................
.................................
.................................
.................................

11.

F = .................................
G = .................................
H = .................................
I = .................................
J = .................................

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

What is a shape with 10 sides called?

E: Geometry Drawing

Using the geometry shapes above,
draw a picture of a building in this
space below.

J

I

H

G

circle semi-circle oval (ellipse)
rectangle parallelogram pentagon

Time taken:

D: Dictionary Skills

1+ pages

triangle square
hexagon octagon

......................................
Do you have any

spelling words
to learn this week?
Yes / No (circle one)

F: Media Studies

Find, then read a report of a
crime in the newspaper.
 Write one or 2
paragraphs about
the crime.

 What do you think the
punishment should be?
Have you read a
book or part of a
book this week,

just for FUN?

Yes / No (circle one)

W e ll
Comments:...............................................................................
Please sign:
done
.................................................................................................
Parent / Caregiver
!
.................................................................................................
................................................................................................. ...................................
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Please note:

For some questions there will be more than one possible answer,
especially for English questions. For most questions of this type,
possible answers have been given, but the answers are only
suggestions.
If students are 'self' marking, they may need help marking these
questions.

Answers
Answers for each activity sheet have been provided for sections A, C, D & E.
As sections B & F are pupils' work, it is not possible to provide answers.

3. 180 minutes

4. 23.4cm

5. 16 sq units

6. $18.20

7. 3oC

8. 3

9. $6.80
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1. 720 2. 711
10. $6.30

1

1. 2899 2. 6965
10. 20 jellybeans
artery:
muscle:
skeleton:

3. 16850

4. 18392

5. 6322

6. 289

7. 759

8. 1466

9. 54 pupils

a tube in the body along which blood can flow away from the heart
a band or bundle of tissue made of fibres that can contract, producing movement
hard internal or external framework of bones, cartilage, shell, etc. supporting an animal or
an insect's body
fleshy muscular organ in the mouth, used for tasting, moving food around the mouth,
swallowing & in speech
a tube in the body along which blood can flow towards the heart

tongue:
vein:

All these words are parts of the body.

1. 39424

2. 61911

3. 5652

4. 3204

5. 392920

6. 26400

7. 273762

8. 400787

2

1. 630 2. 1043
10. $6.20

3. 360 minutes

4. 750mm

5. 12 units

6. $21.00

7. 1oC

8. 8

9. $8.90

1. 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 2. 17, 19, 23 3. 31, 37 4. 13, 41, 47 5. 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 6. 14, 21, 28, 35, 42
7. 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 8. 24, 36, 48, 60, 72 9. 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 10. 50, 75, 100, 125, 150
11.
or
12. 1, 7 13. 1, 2, 5, 10 14. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12 15. 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18
decagon:
a
hexagon:
a
octagon:
a
pentagon:
a
quadrilateral: a
triangle:
a

2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D

figure
figure
figure
figure
figure
figure

or
or
or
or
or
or

shape
shape
shape
shape
shape
shape

with
with
with
with
with
with

10 sides & 10 angles
6 sides & 6 angles
8 sides & 8 angles
5 sides & 5 angles
4 sides & 4 angles
3 sides & 3 angles

All these words are names for 2D figures or shapes with a particular number of sides.
Figures or shapes with more than 4 sides are called polygons.

1. 9

2. 25

3. 64

4. 100

5. 400

6. 6

7. 9

8. 11

9. 12

10. 30

3

1. 560
1. 1/5

2. 191

2. 3/4

foot:
furlong:
inch:
marathon:
mile:
yard:

3. 240 seconds

3. 1/4

4. 1/10

5. 1/2

4. 650cm

5. hexagon

6. 2/20 & 10/100

6. $15.75

7. 2/10 & 20/100

7. -3oC

8. 2/8 & 25/100

8. 69

9. 5/10 & 50/100

9. $3.20
10.

30

10. $4.10

/40 & 75/100

an old British linear (straight line) measurement unit, one foot equals 12 inches and 3 feet equals 1 yard
an old British linear (straight line) measurement unit, an eighth of a mile or 220 yards
an old British linear (straight line) measurement unit, small length measurement, 12 inches equals one foot
a distance of 26 miles, 385 yards, (name of a long distance road race, run over the same distance)
an old British linear (straight line) measurement unit, one mile equals 1760 yards or 5280 feet
an old British linear (straight line) measurement unit, one yard equals 36 inches or 3 feet
All these words are involved with measuring length.

1. 3/4

2. 1/3

AWS

3. 28 pupils
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1. 720
1. 1/5

2. 288
2. 20%

3. 60 hours
3. 0.25

4. 6000m
5. 1/3

4. 25%

5. octagon
6. 0.5

7. -2oC

6. $13.20

7. 1/2

8. 66.6. %

9. 0.75

8. 3

9. $3.20

10. $3.10

10. 3/4

an instrument of navigation showing magnetic or true north and bearings from it,
(instrument used for drawing circles)
megaphone: an instrument for carrying sound or voice a long distance, often using a long speaking trumpet
microscope: an instrument used to enlarge or magnify so that small details invisible to the naked eye can be seen
theodolite: a surveying instrument used to measure horizontal and vertical angles
thermometer:an instrument used for measuring temperature
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compass:

All these words refer to instruments.

1. shade in any one shape

2. shade in any 4 shapes

3. shade in 3 shapes

4. shade in 2 shapes

5

1. 2400

2. 9558

3. 105 days

4. 3km

5. pentagon

7. 4oC

6. $66.50

8. 7

9. $15.30

10. $4.20

1. 30 2. 40 3. 70 4. 110 5. 80 6. 100 7. 100 8. 100 9. 400 10. 500 11. 1200 12. 2800 13.
1000 14. 2000 15. 7000 16. 8000 17. 7000 18. 5000 19. 80 + 300 = 380 20. 120 – 70 = 50 21. 1000
× 20 = 20000
hive:
lair:
stable:
vespiary:
warren:
web:

man-made house for bees
place where an animal such as a fox lives / sleeps, usually underground
a building adapted for housing & feeding horses and sometimes cattle
a nest of wasps
a place underground where rabbits live
spider's network of thread, used to live on and capture prey
All these words are names of places where animals / insects live.

1. $4 × 7 = $28

2. $1 × 9 = $9

3. $8 × 5 = $40

4. $2 × 8 = $16

6

1. 2090 2. 1336
10. $3.50

3. 104 weeks

4. 950mm

5. 36 sq units

1. 23.35 2. 112.46 3. 14.23 4. 115.28 5. 62.73
18.66 12. 38.95 13. $125.55 14. $9.95
aunt:
cousin:
nephew:
niece:
parents:
uncle:

6. $5.40

6. 251.40

7. 0oC

7. 44.28

8. 4

8. 3.155

9. $8.75

9. 200

10. 0.06

11.

a sister of your father or mother
a child of one's uncle or aunt
a son of your brother or sister
a daughter of your brother or sister
your mother and father
a brother of your father or mother

All these words refer to people to whom you could be related.

1. $73.00

AWS

2. $72.32

3. $145.32

4. $54.68
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1. 3360 2. 3632
10. $5.20

3. 540 seconds

4. $25

5. 7km

5. 24 sq units

6. 30m

6. $75.00

7. $7.50

7. -1oC

8. 15L

9. 150g

8. 17

9. $4.20

10. $20
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1. $25 2. 32kg 3. 15mm
11. 6 pupils
12. 65 children

4. 4000g

channel:

natural or artificial bed of running water; piece of water, wider than a strait, joining two large bodies of water
(usually seas)
long narrow arm of the sea between high cliffs
place of shelter for ships
stretch of salt water parted from the sea by low sandbank: enclosed water of an atoll
narrow passage of water connecting two seas or large bodies of water
a stream that joins onto a river

fiord:
harbour:
lagoon:
strait:
tributary:

All these words have something to do with water.

1. 25%

2. 75%

3. 25%

8

1. 720

2. 711

3. 180 minutes

4. 23.4cm

5. 14 units

6. $8.10

7. 4oC

1. 25 2. 160 3. 5900 4. 6 5. 137 6. 4 7. 1060 8. 120 9. 136
3.265 14. 0.53 15. 0.356 16. 0.0436 17. 0.563 18. 3.6 19. 15.63
22. $158
continent:
island:
marsh:
peninsula:
summit:
tundra:

8. 10

9. $3.10

10. $2.90

10. 0.3 11. 12.3 12. 4.56
20. 3.683 21. $1.05

13.

a large continuous area of land, such as Europe
a piece of land surrounded by water
low land flooded in winter and usually watery at all times
piece of land almost surrounded by water or projecting far into the sea
the highest point of a mountain, the top
barren arctic regions where the soil below the surface is frozen
All these words have something to do with land forms.

10.83

9

1. 1578

2. 2542

3. 4 hrs

1. 16 – 8 = 8 2. 6 + 7 =13
8. 9 – 3 = 6 9. 9 + 27 = 36

4. 6L

5. decagon

6. $10.00

7. -5oC

8. 3

9. $12.05

10. $9.90

3. 20 + 8 = 28 4. 18 – 12 = 6 5. 39 – 36 = 3 6. 4 + 9 = 13 7. 7 + 8 = 15
10. 12 + 3 = 15 11. 8 + 5 = 13 12. 7 + 45 = 52 13. 24 ÷ 6 = 4 14. 6 × 7 = 42

composition: formation of words into compound words, words into sentences, sentences into stories etc.
dictation:
words spoken aloud to be written down
grammar:
art and science dealing with using words correctly
history:
the study of past events, whole list of events connected with a nation, person, thing etc
scholar:
a person who learns
teacher:
a person who explains, shows or states by way of giving lessons, information
All these words have something to do with knowledge and learning.

1. $11.00

AWS

2. $9.20
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1. 1750

2. 1596

3. 8 minutes

3. C = 26cm

5. 16 units
4. -

6. $9.60

5. E = 0.6m

7. -6oC

6. F = 1.7m

8. 24

9. $9.20

7. G = 2.9m

8. -

10. $48.60
9. J = 2.1m

10. K
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1. A = 4cm 2. B = 13cm
= 2.6m 11. -

4. 9kg

acid:
alcohol:
brine:
petrol:
turpentine:
vinegar:

a liquid or substance that is sour, pH less than 7
pure spirit of wine, any liquors containing this
salt & water liquid used to pickle vegetables or meat
liquid used in motor cars etc., refined from mineral oil (petrolum)
resin secreted from certain plants, used in mixing some paints, varnishes & medicine
acid liquid got from wine, cider, etc. by fermentation and used for pickling
All these words refer to a types of liquid.

1. 47mm

2. 4cm

3. -

4. -

5. 3cm

11

1. 7800

2. 88

3. 3.5 days

4. 2.5km

1. m 2. mm 3. cm 4. km 5. L
15. kg 16. mm 17. mL 18. L
aluminium:
brass:
bronze:
copper:
mercury:
steel:

5. -

6. mL

6. 46mm

7. kL

7. $58.50

8. g

9. mg

8. 40

10. kg

9. $6.10

11. g

10. $7.42

12. L

13. km

14. m

a light weight metal that will not rust
a metal made by combining (alloy) copper and zinc
a metal made by combining (alloy) copper and tin
a reddish metal good at conducting electricity and heat
a white normally liquid metal used in thermometers
an alloy of iron and carbon used as the material for tools and weapons etc.
All these words refer to different types of metals and alloys.

1. 3m 2. 600cm 3. 270mm
3.2L
12. 1800mL

4. 5km

5. 3g

6. 3700g

7. 7000mg

8. 4.5kg

9. 9000mL

10. 5300L

11.

12

1. 288000

2. 48

3. 390 minutes

4. 3200g

5. -

6. 4cm

1. (AB = 26mm) + (BC = 23mm) + (CA = 35mm), P = 84mm
bladder:
heart:
kidneys:
liver:
lungs:
stomach:

7. $50.40

8. 17

9. $1.26

10. $6.45

2. (DE = FG = 45mm) + (EF = GD = 8mm), P = 106mm

a bag in which urine is stored in humans and animals
organ used to pump blood around the body
a pair of organs that help clean the blood by excreting urine
an organ that also helps to clean the blood and secretes bile which helps digestion
a pair of organs used for breathing
an organ into which food passes and where most digestion of food occurs
All these words refer to different body organs..

1. 10500m or 10.5km

AWS

2. sides all the same length

3. 10cm

4. 40cm
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1. 77700

2. 242

1. 9 sq units

2. 20 sq units

4. 2.57km

3. 24 sq units

5. -

6. -

7. $131.45

4. 20 x 20 = 400 mm2

8. 88

9. $2.70

10. $2.45

5. 12 x 26 = 312 mm2

part of the stamen containing the pollen
foliage of a plant, usually green; uses sunshine, CO2 & water to make food for the plant so it can grow
part of the flower
fine powdery substance released by the anther
male organ of flowering plants, contains pollen
main body or stalk of trees, shrubs or plants
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anther:
leaf:
petal:
pollen:
stamen:
stem:

3. 60 hours

All these words refer to parts of a plant.

1. 40 m2

2. 30 m 2

3. A = 200mm2

P = 60mm

14

1. 50400
$4.25

2. 10146

3. 1440 minutes

1. 10 x 20 x 8 = 1600mm3
arc:
chord:
diameter:
radius:
sector:
segment:

4. 5.69m

5. 10 sides

6. 43mm

7. $68.60

8. 27

9. $11.20

10.

2. 6 x 15 x 5 = 450cm3

part of the circumference of a circle or curve
a straight line joining the ends of an arc
straight line passing from one side of the circle (or geometric shape) through the centre
straight line from the centre of a circle or sphere to the circumference
a shape that has two radii and an arc of a circle as its sides
a shape that has a chord and an arc of a circle as its sides
All these words refer to parts of a circle.

1. 8 x 3 x 2 = 48m3

2. 12 x 25 x 7 = 2100mm3

15

1. 13200

2. 1705

1. 48 pts 2. 54 pts
8. boys in Blue house
cranium:
femur:
humerus:
patella:
tibia:
ulna:

3. 75 minutes

4. 5.26m

5. 9 sides

6. -

7. $66.00

3. Red house 4. Red house 5. Gold house
9. 90, 95, 99, 91 10. Green, Gold, Red, Blue

8. 78

6. Gold house

9. $4.30

10. $2.35

7. girls in Gold house

bones enclosing the brain, bones of the whole head, skull
upper leg or thigh bone
bone of the upper arm
knee cap bone
the lower leg or shin bone
inner of the two bones of the lower arm or forearm (outer bone is the radius)
All these words refer to bones of the body.

1.

1.2 1.5 0.9

AWS

2.

2.2 3.2 2.7

0.9 1.2 1.5

3.2 2.7 2.2

1.5 0.9 1.2

2.7 2.2 3.2
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1. 30 2. $47.65
10. $3.65

3. 205 minutes

4. 8.625L

5. 5 sides

6. 4cm

7. $47.40

8. 176

9. $27.00
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1. measured length = 50mm, actual length = 50cm
2. measured length = 4cm, actual length = 40km
3. measured length = 6cm, actual length = 12m
4. measured length = 40mm, actual length = 4m
Mercury:
Neptune:
Pluto:
Saturn:
Uranus:
Venus:

the planet closest to the Sun
the 8th planet from the Sun
the furtherest planet from the Sun
The 6th planet from the Sun
The 7th planet from the Sun
the 2nd planet from the Sun

4m

All these words refer to names of planets.

1.

5m

17

1. 200 2. $80.65
10. $1.33

3. 3:20p.m.

4. 5300g

5. 6 sides

6. 70 + 100 = 170

7. $18.75

8. 46.50

9. $32.00

1. 02:35 2. 19:17 3. 08:05 4. 21:56 5. 23:09 6. 07:45 7. 12:15 8. 17:26 9. 06:47
10. 00:51
11. 9:25 a.m. 12. 2:17 p.m. 13. 6:08 p.m. 14. 1:54 a.m. 15. 12:25 a.m. 16. 8:45 a.m. 17. 1:27 p.m.
18. 6:05 a.m. 19. 11:50 p.m. 20. 7:32 p.m. 21. 14:50 or 2:50 p.m.
astronomy:
botany:
ecology:
entomology:
geology:
zoology:

science of the heavenly bodies, (stars, moons, planets etc.)
science of plants
part of biology dealing with living organisms' habits, way of life, and how they relate to their surroundings
study of insects
science and study of the earth's crust, its layers, how they relate to each other and how they change
natural history of animals, science of their structure, physiology, classification, habits, and distribution
All these words refer to different types of sciences or things that can be studied.

1. 09:40

2. 11:45 a.m.

3. 2:25 p.m.

18

1. 5040 2. $62.56
10. $2.30

3. 12:30 a.m.

1. warm room temperature

4. 1.356m

2. 1 = cool

5. 5 sides

6. 80 - 60 = 20

3. 9:30 a.m., 12:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m.

7. $58.40

8. 2

9. $13.50

4. cool

camera:
apparatus for taking pictures
microscope: an instrument for looking at very small objective, not visible by the naked eye
stethoscope: an instrument for listening to someones heart
telephone: apparatus for transmitting sound (speech) long distances by wire, by means of electricity
telescope: an instrument for making distance objects appear closer and larger
All these words refer to different types of instruments / apparatus.

check pupil's work

AWS
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1. 400 2. $239.63 3. 7:20 a.m.
9. $18.50 10. $5.34
2. clockwise

3. angle

5. heptagon

4. degrees

6. 90 × 20 = 1800

5. protractor

6. 1/4 turn

7. $145

8. 90.90

7. 1/2 turn

8. 3/4 turn
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1. anti-clockwise
9. revolution

4. 2.75kg

dawn:
dusk:
midday:
midnight:
noon:
twilight:

the
the
the
the
the
the

beginning of the day, first light
darker part of twilight at the end of the day
middle of the day, noon
middle of the night, 12:00 a.m.
middle of the day, 12:00 p.m.
dim light just after sunset and before sunrise

All these words refer to different times of the day.

1. acute

2. right

3. obtuse

4. straight

5. reflex

20

1. 61.70 2. $143.17
9. $12.00 10. $2.65

3. 3:20 p.m.

4. 4500L

1. pentagon 2. hexagon 3. octagon
9. oval (ellipse)
10. triangle
gold:
lead:
mercury:
nickel:
platinum:
silver:

5. nonagon

4. semi-circle

6. 10 ÷ 2 = 5

5. rectangle

7. $39.95

6. square

8. 3.4

7. circle

8. parallelogram

a malleable yellow metal used especially in coins and jewellery, a precious metal
a heavy, soft, bluish-grey metal
a heavy silvery liquid metal used in thermometers
a silvery-white metal used in alloys and plating
valuable, silvery-white metal used for jewellery
a ductile, malleable, greyish-white metal used in jewellery, cutlery, tableware, coins, etc.
All these words refer to different types of metals.

check pupils' diagrams

AWS
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